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Week 1 // Warsame Hassan (Business Partner) will 
be starting off  the program with a performance 
inspired by funky synth and rhythmic drumming. 
Joining him will be Solomon Amoabin, bringing his 
smooth and well thought out rhymes. After a quick 
Q&A with Sol and Warsame you will get a chance to 
make some beats of your own.

Week 2 // we turn our focus to music 
video production with the very talented 
Matt Sav & Rachael Karotkin from 
PAVLOVA. Directing and producing music 
videos from the likes of POND, Nicholas 
Allbrook, Tame Impala and San Sisco. 
They will be giving a presentation and 
a Q&A. We will also be making our own 
HUNDO-P jumper designs in the second 
half of the session . 

Week 3 // super charged queens Debbie Downers 
will give a short performance showcasing their quick 
punchy post-punk wittiness. After their blazing 
performance they will going through how they write 
and perform music, followed by a Q&A and time to 
play some of thier instruments.

Week 4 // will be a focused on solo song 
writing, our guest Ben Witt will be doing a 
performance displaying his super silky smooth 
voice and guitar work. Ben will explain how he 
uses his loop station to produce such sweet 
music, going through and teaching some of his 
techniques.
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Week 5 // good buddies Bec and Duncan  
are both amazing freelance photographers 
with experience in capturing the perfect 
portrait. After a talk on what they do best 
they will be showing us how to capture the 
coolest snap with a photo shoot.

Week 6 // we have R&B, neo soul and 
electronic legend Mei Swan bring down her 
buttery goodness. With a live performance 
then a workshop to understand how she 
creates her tunes. 

Week 7 // will bring us to Perth’s own trap 
lord Reef Prince, with a banger performance 
to start the class. Having a Q&A after the 
show, then a workshop to make some trill 
beats of your own.

Week 8 // Bringing us to this session is the 
power woman Rose KB. With her involvement 
Mummy's Plastic and WOMPP (Women of Music 
Production Perth). Rose will be going through 
what it takes to organise a show and help us 
with planning our end of program party.

Week 9 // Our last week will be an end of 
program event showcasing what we’ve all 
learned over the eight weeks  


